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Abstract
Objective: Numerous behavioral treatments for alcohol use disorder (AUD) are effective, but
there are substantial individual differences in treatment response. This study examines the
potential use of new methods for personalized medicine to test for individual differences in the
effects of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) versus motivational enhancement therapy (MET)
and to provide predictions of which will work best for individuals with AUD. We highlight both
the potential contribution and the limitations of these methods.
Method: We performed secondary analyses of abstinence among 1,144 participants with AUD
participating in either outpatient or aftercare treatment who were randomized to receive either
CBT or MET in Project MATCH. We first obtained predicted individual treatment effects
(PITEs), as a function of 19 baseline client characteristics identified a priori by MATCH
investigators. Then, we tested for the significance of individual differences and examined the
predicted individual differences in abstinence one year following treatment. Predictive intervals
were estimated for each individual to determine if they were 80% more likely to achieve
abstinence in one treatment versus the other.
Results: Results indicated that individual differences in the likelihood of abstinence at one year
following treatment were significant for those in the outpatient sample, but not for those in the
aftercare sample. Individual predictive intervals showed that 37% had a better chance of
abstinence with CBT than MET, and 16% had a better chance of abstinence with MET.
Obtaining predictions for a new individual is demonstrated.
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Conclusions: Personalized medicine methods, and PITE in particular, have the potential to
identify individuals most likely to benefit from one versus another intervention. New
personalized medicine methods play an important role in putting together differential effects due
to previously identified variables into one prediction designed to be useful to clinicians and
clients choosing between treatment options.
Keywords: methods for precision medicine; alcohol use disorder; Project MATCH
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Public Health Significance Statements
1. This study highlights the potential use and limitations of new methods for personalized
medicine with behavioral treatments for alcohol use disorder.
2. There are multiple effective behavioral treatments for alcohol use disorder, this study
suggests that it may be possible to improve treatment efficacy by using algorithms to
predict which treatment will work best for individual clients.
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Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is characterized by considerable heterogeneity in its
symptoms (Lane & Sher, 2015), as well as its clinical course (Maisto et al., 2014) and treatment
effectiveness (Litten et al., 2015). One response to observed heterogeneity in treatment effects is
personalized medicine, which attempts to improve overall treatment efficacy by targeting
particular treatments to those individuals most likely to benefit. There are strong theoretical and
empirical reasons to believe that it can be effectively applied to the treatment of AUD
(Friedmann, Hendrickson, Gerstein, & Zhang, 2004; Kranzler & McKay, 2012; Litten et al.,
2015; Mann et al., 2018; McKay et al., 2011; Roos, Mann, & Witkiewitz, 2017; Witkiewitz,
Roos, Mann, & Kranzler, 2019).
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the potential role that new personalized medicine
methods can play in the treatment of AUD, and by extension in the treatment of other
psychological disorders.
Personalized Medicine
The terms ‘personalized medicine’, ‘precision medicine’, and ‘heterogeneity in treatment
effects’ are related and have been used in a variety of contexts (Kent et al., 2018; Webb et al.,
2020). The premise is that individual differences are likely to exist in the effects of treatments
and that if those individual differences can be predicted, they can be used to select the most
effective treatment for a particular individual. In doing so, personalized medicine can improve
average outcomes for the entire population (Ashley, 2015; Kranzler & McKay, 2012; M. D.
Smith et al., 2013; Volkow, 2020). Much of the research in the area has involved identifying
individual characteristics which interact with treatment and allow for the identification of clients
who differ in treatment response (Hartwell & Kranzler, 2019). While the term ‘personalized
medicine’ is relatively new, there is a long history of AUD researchers aiming to identify
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interactions between treatment and baseline characteristics (these must be assessed before
treatment if they are be of use in helping to choose between treatment options) in predicting
outcomes. The MATCH study (Project MATCH Research Group, 1998), which we use as the
example in this paper, is a good demonstration of this. The study used a formal process for
consulting previous research and expert opinions to make a priori hypotheses about differential
response to treatment (Allen et al., 1997). The results of MATCH exemplify what is typically
found with this type of research – support was found for only 1 of the 18 hypothesized baseline
characteristics by treatment interactions. Other work in the area has thus far largely failed to find
strong evidence that client data can be used guide the selection of the most effective intervention
(Mann & Hermann, 2010, although see Witkiewitz, Roos, et al., 2019 for a potential exception to
this). To be clear, we are not arguing against hypothesizing and testing interactions between
treatment and baseline characteristics, these interactions must exist if there is any hope of
realizing personalized approaches. Rather, we argue that, in many cases, heterogeneity in
treatment effects is due not to a single interaction or differences between a small number of
measured groups. Instead, heterogeneity is often a cumulative effect of many relatively small
interactions, which are difficult to detect using standard statistical approaches.
In recent years, substantial research in the fields of statistics and machine learning has
focused on using predictive methods with randomized trial data to predict treatment responses.
We refer to these new methods as ‘methods for personalized medicine,’ and our primary goal is
to illustrate their potential as well as their limitations for predicting outcomes in the treatment of
AUD. One feature common to many of these methods is that they allow for the incorporation of
many baseline covariates, which enables one to find effects that are due to many small
interactions. A second feature of these methods is that they typically focus on predicting
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treatment response for a subgroup (Athey & Imbens, 2016; Ballarini et al., 2018; Cai et al., 2011;
Seibold et al., 2018) or an individual (Ballarini et al., 2018; Lamont et al., 2016; Powers et al.,
2018), and not on explaining the mechanisms behind these differences. That is, personalized
medicine methods are designed to (ultimately) help clinicians and clients make decisions, not to
help researchers understand mechanisms of behavior change or particular outcomes. The reason
for this can be illustrated by the MATCH study. There were 18 hypothesized interactions in
MATCH. Even with a large sample, for most effects the study was only powered to find
interactions of moderate effect sizes (Allen et al., 1997) because power for interactions is
typically low (McClelland & Judd, 1993). Imagine that half of the hypothesized interactions
were correct, but the effect size for all of them was small, then we would have expected to find
support for between 1 and 4 hypotheses (depending on the effect size), exactly what was found.
Most randomized trials are not powered to find the small baseline by treatment interactions
which are likely to exist. The reason personalized medicine methods work is that they combine
all of these small interactions into one effect which, if it is useful, no longer has a small effect
size. This enables predictions which may have clinical utility, but have limited ability to provide
information about the underlying mechanisms.
Since personalized medicine methods seek to obtain predictions which are useful in
clinical practice, it is important that these predictions generalize to new clients. Various analytic
approaches, many drawing from machine learning are used (Athey & Imbens, 2016; Seibold et
al., 2018). Additional methodological approaches can also help assure that the results are
generalizable, these include: 1) identifying the baseline covariates a priori using theory and
previous literature; 2) determining the predictive method to be used a priori, based on the
expected differences in treatment effects; and 3) following the protocols from the original trial as
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much as possible. In MATCH, hypotheses about differential treatment response were made
before data were collected and using existing research in the field. In this application we chose to
use a logistic regression model to predict individual outcomes because predictions from this
model assume two-way interactions (unless others are explicitly included) between treatment and
baseline covariates, as was hypothesized in MATCH. Machine learning approaches, such as
random forests (Breiman, 2001), would also capture multiway interactions and non-linear (or
logit) effects. However, this comes at the price of reduced efficiency. Following the original
study protocols for MATCH is more difficult as the growth curve analyses proposed are no
longer considered appropriate for the primary outcomes. Additionally, it is quite difficult to
obtain appropriate individual-level predictions for these count variables.
Personalized Medicine in the Treatment of Alcohol Use Disorder
Personalized medicine has the most potential to improve outcomes when a number of
conditions are satisfied. First, there is evidence for heterogeneity in treatment effects. Second,
different treatment options with varied mechanisms of action should exist, such that there are
meaningfully different courses of treatment to choose between. Third, on average the
effectiveness of a given treatment in the area is small to moderate such that there is room to
improve on average treatment effects. And, fourth, there is both theoretical rationale and
empirical evidence for individual differences in treatment effects. We briefly review the
literature for these conditions as related to AUD.
AUD is characterized by considerable heterogeneity in its symptoms, clinical course, and
treatment effectiveness (Litten et al., 2015; Witkiewitz, Litten, et al., 2019). Heterogeneity of
symptoms is clear. Using the current Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, 5th
edition, there are over 2000 ways to have an AUD and over 500 combinations of symptoms have
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been observed in population-based samples (Lane & Sher, 2015). Moreover, early attempts at
classifying different types of individuals with AUD predates the scientific study of AUD (Babor,
1996), with at least 39 different attempts to classify individuals with AUD from the late 19th
century to early 20th century. The clinical course of AUD is also characterized by considerable
heterogeneity, with most individuals transitioning in and out of heavy drinking during the first
year following treatment (Maisto et al., 2018; Witkiewitz, Maisto, et al., 2010). Treatments for
AUD have been shown to be modestly effective, with effect sizes for behavioral treatments
versus control conditions and for pharmacotherapies versus placebo conditions in the small to
medium range (Magill & Ray, 2009; Ray et al., 2020). Thus, there is good reason to expect that
personalized approaches could improve individual outcomes.
Historically there have been several behavioral approaches for treating AUD (Witkiewitz,
Litten, et al., 2019). With the addition of new treatment approaches, such as combinations of
behavioral, psychosocial, and pharmacological therapies, the possibilities of personalized
treatment have grown (Ray et al., 2020). Disulfiram, naltrexone, and acamprosate (the three
medications approved for AUD in the United States) function either as deterrents to drinking
(disulfiram) or directly target neurobiological pathways associated with affective states
(acamprosate), or craving and reward seeking (naltrexone). Their use has enhanced clinicians’
ability to modify treatment based on client needs (Kranzler & McKay, 2012; Tomko et al., 2016;
Van Der Stel, 2015). The average effect of these different treatments ranges from small to
medium. Thus, for AUD there are ample treatment options, and the effect sizes for these options
suggest that no one option is likely to be best for everyone.
Prior research also provides evidence that individual factors may contribute to AUD
treatment outcomes. Factors previously identified include negative affective states, coping
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resources, comorbid psychiatric conditions and substance use, social functioning, cognitive
functioning, self-efficacy, and motivation to change (Witkiewitz & Marlatt, 2004). The
preliminary work for the MATCH project was notable in that it provided a set of specific
hypotheses of differential response to the three behavioral treatments examined (Project
MATCH Research Group, 1993). MATCH proposed a set of specific hypothesized moderating
(interacting) variables, yet other research suggests that what works for a particular individual is
often expected to be a function of the complex combinations of different individual
characteristics and environmental factors (Babor & Del Boca, 2003; Mattson et al., 1994). A
recent review of the AUD treatment literature suggests the need for consideration of numerous
interacting risk factors, which previous studies identified as important, to obtain clinically useful
treatment predictions (Sliedrecht et al., 2019). Such factors include not only background factors,
such as comorbid psychopathology and severity of alcohol dependence, but also dynamic
predictors, such as negative affective states and Alcoholics Anonymous involvement.
Recent studies provide some guidance for how personalized medicine methods may
approach the field. For example, one study found that acamprosate may be most effective for
individuals who primarily drink for the relieving effects of alcohol (Roos et al., 2017), whereas
naltrexone may be most effective for individuals who primarily drink for the rewarding effects of
alcohol (Mann et al., 2018; Witkiewitz, Roos, et al., 2019). This suggests that personalized
medicine methods should include assessments of the relieving and rewarding effects of alcohol.
Other work uses complex methods such as factor mixture models and network analyses to
identify individual characteristics which may moderate the effects of AUD treatment (Holzhauer
et al., 2017, 2020) suggesting specific baseline characteristics which should be included in
predictive models and also suggesting that multiway interactions are likely. This suggests that
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the method used for obtaining predictions with these variables should allow for those
interactions.
Ultimately, there is both theoretical and empirical evidence for specific treatment by
baseline interactions in the effectiveness of treatment for AUD. If any one of those interactions
was strong enough that 1 indicator (or group) was sufficient to capture the heterogeneity in
response to AUD treatments, this would be our stopping point. That is, we could use that one
variable to target treatment. However, what we observe for AUD appears to be that many
interactions are influential in shaping response to treatment. This is where personalized medicine
methods come into play. These methods are designed to bring together theory, previous research,
and data to make predictions which, when validated, incorporate this information into a clinically
useful tool.
Methods for Personalized Medicine
Statisticians and data scientists have responded to the interest in personalized medicine
with an increased focus (Rekkas et al., 2019) on developing multiple analytic approaches to
identify individuals who are likely to respond to a treatment (Basu, 2014; Cai et al., 2011; Doove
et al., 2013; Foster et al., 2011; Freidlin et al., 2012; Green & Kern, 2012; Huang et al., 2012;
Imai & Ratkovic, 2013; Imai & Strauss, 2011; Kent et al., 2018; Poulson, 2011; Ruberg et al.,
2010; Shen et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). Of the methods developed to-date, many focus on
identifying subgroups of respondents who differ in treatment effects (Athey & Imbens, 2016;
Ballarini et al., 2018; Cai et al., 2011; Seibold et al., 2018) A few focus on directly estimating the
benefits of a treatment for an individual (Cai et al., 2011; Henderson et al., 2017; Kapelner et al.,
2014; Powers et al., 2018) The focus of the current paper is on the predicted individual treatment
effects approach (PITEs; Ballarini, Rosenkranz, Jaki, Konig, & Posch, 2018; Lamont et al.,
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2016). We believe that PITE is especially relevant to AUD treatment because of its focus on
individual predictions, rather than identifying subgroups, and because it is flexible in which
predictive method can be used. Many existing methods focus on identification of subgroups of
individuals who respond differently to treatment. This makes sense if subgroups are expected,
but with Project MATCH, a large set of continuous moderators were predicted and research on
response to treatment for AUD suggests multiple moderators (Project MATCH Research Group,
1998; Witkiewitz, Hartzler, et al., 2010; Witkiewitz & Marlatt, 2004). A focus on estimating
effects for individuals is appropriate when many different moderators are expected to jointly
determine treatment response because this is unlikely to lead to a pattern where there are a few
different groups who differ in treatment response. We note that while we think that PITE is
especially compelling for AUD treatment, because most of the personalized medicine methods
start from a similar premise, we expect that their results will be similar.
The basis for many personalized medicine approaches is the potential outcomes
framework (Angrist et al., 1996; Holland, 1986; Rubin, 2005a) which defines individual causal
effects as the difference in the potential outcome (the outcome which would have been observed)
for an individual, if that individual received both treatments. Because, in most cases, only one
potential outcome can be observed, the actual individual level causal effect is not observable, this
is the ‘fundamental problem of causal inference’ (Holland, 1986). This framework says that if
the potential outcomes can be estimated, then the effect of the intervention for a given individual
can also be estimated.
The PITE approach works by using a predictive model or algorithm to estimate potential
outcomes under two or more treatment conditions. Once estimates for potential outcomes are
obtained, the predicted individual treatment effect is simply the difference between the potential
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outcomes. This difference is an estimate of the effect of one intervention versus the other (CBT
vs MET in the example used in this paper) for any individual. One strength of the PITE
framework is that it can be used with any predictive model or algorithm that allows individuallevel outcome prediction: e.g., linear regression, multiple imputation, random forests, and
Bayesian additive regression trees. The PITE approach differs from testing of interactions, which
is traditionally used to understand heterogeneity in treatment effects, in that it focuses on
including information from the many variables that, together, predict individual differences.
Because PITE uses outcomes data along with baseline data from the original randomized trial to
generate predictive algorithms, results can be used in predictions of treatment effects for people
who were not part of the original RCT by using their values for the covariates with the
algorithms estimated from the original trial. The PITE approach’s key contributions are that it
yields predictions of treatment effects for any individual for whom covariates can be measured,
and that these predictions incorporate (at a minimum) information from all two-way interactions
between treatment and the baseline covariates into one estimate.
Study Aims
There has been recognition of personalized medicine’s potential to improve the efficacy
of AUD treatment by using data to help determine the optimal treatments for particular
individuals (Kranzler & McKay, 2012; Litten et al., 2015). Most work in this area, including the
original Project MATCH trial, has examined potential moderators of treatment effects
individually. In contrast, personalized medicine methods allow many predictors of individual
differences to be included in one prediction, which is designed to be clinically useful. We argue
that these methods are strongest when they draw on existing literature and theory to select the
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predictors that have theoretical or empirical support for being related to heterogeneity in
treatment effects.
The goal of this study is to demonstrate the potential role that PITE (and, by extension,
other personalized medicine methods) can play in the treatment of psychological disorders. We
estimate individual differences in the effects of two widely used behavioral treatments for AUD:
motivation enhancement therapy (MET) and cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT). We focus on a
priori hypothesized moderators from the original MATCH trial (Project MATCH Research
Group, 1997), where it was proposed that individuals with greater alcohol involvement,
cognitive impairment, comorbid psychopathology, sociopathy, alcohol-problem recognition, and
motivational readiness would have better outcomes from CBT than from MET, and that those
with greater anger, social functioning, network support for drinking, and self-efficacy would
have better outcomes from MET than from CBT. The PITE approach provides a method for
incorporating these hypothesized interactions jointly, rather than independently, into individual
predictions. Specifically, we aim to use the PITE approach to demonstrate: 1) testing for
individual differences in the effects of CBT and MET as a function of the originally
hypothesized moderators; and 2) describing the predicted individual effects of CBT and MET
including predictive intervals. We then explore both the clinical and theoretical implications of
these results.
Method
The multi-site RCT Project MATCH trial recruited clients from 1991 to 1993 (Project
MATCH Research Group, 1997). Although this trial is now dated, two of its features – that it
was a randomized trial comparing the effects of treatments that are still widely used for AUD,
and that it posited specific hypotheses about factors underlying differences in the effects of
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treatment – make this dataset suitable to the present investigation. Participants (n=1,726) were
recruited from two populations: outpatient treatment (n=952) or aftercare following inpatient
treatment (n=774). The project’s Coordinating Center was responsible for randomization of
participants into three treatment groups through a probabilistic balancing procedure. These
groups were CBT (n=567), MET (n=577), and 12-step facilitation (TSF; n=584). To simplify
this demonstration of the PITE approach, the current study compares only the CBT and MET
treatments. Treatment lasted 12 weeks, and consisted of either 12 CBT sessions delivered
weekly, or 4 MET sessions delivered in the first, second, sixth, and twelfth weeks. Further details
of the study design and methodology are described in the outcomes paper (Project MATCH
Research Group, 1997).
Within Project MATCH, the goal of CBT (Kadden et al., 1995) was to achieve and
maintain abstinence from alcohol by finding healthier ways to manage life stressors and distress.
CBT therapists assumed client motivation to do so already existed, and therefore focused on
identifying and changing maladaptive thinking and coping skill deficits, rather than on
motivational factors (Gaston et al., 1998; Waddington, 2002). This was accomplished by the
therapists’ provision of coping and drink-refusal skills, which were frequently practiced through
role-playing and rehearsal. The goal of MET (W. Miller et al., 1995), in contrast, was to mobilize
the person’s own commitment and motivation to change. Following Prochaska and DiClemente's
(1982) stages of change model, MET therapists helped clients to examine the effects of drinking
on their lives and to develop and implement plans to stop drinking (Gaston et al., 1998).
Participants
Project MATCH eligibility criteria were being at least 18 years old, self-reporting
drinking within the three months prior to entering the study; having a current DSM-III-R
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diagnosis of alcohol abuse or dependence (American Psychiatric Association, 1987), with
alcohol as the principal drug of abuse; lacking any open legal or probation/parole requirements
that could impede participation; and having the ability to read at a sixth-grade level. Women
accounted for 24% (n=420) of the total sample, 80% of participants identified themselves as
white, the median age was 38; the youngest was 18 and the oldest, 76 (Carroll et al., 1998;
Longabaugh et al., 2001).
Measures
The primary measures used in the present study included 1) the variables selected for the
original MATCH predictions, and 2) individual-level demographic variables, both of which were
used in predicting abstinence from alcohol at a follow-up assessment conducted 15 months after
treatment began (that is, one year after treatment ended). Only the baseline values of these
predictors were used for predicting treatment response as in any clinical application only
baseline data would be available for making treatment selection.
Outcome measure
The outcome for the current study was a binary indicator of abstinence versus any
drinking at the 15-month follow-up assessment (W. R. Miller, 1996). Given the relapse and
remission patterns that occur during the first year following treatment (Maisto et al., 2018) we
were interested in outcomes at the last follow-up assessment. This measure was dichotomized
from the variable, percent days abstinent in the last 90 days from the original MATCH trial.
Abstinence was selected instead of number of drinking days to simplify the PITE models.
Because 37% of clients in the outpatient group and 56% in the aftercare group reported no
drinking, this abstinence outcome captures much of the variability in drinking. Further, the
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procedure for using PITE with binary outcomes is established, while count outcomes require
additional development.
Variables from the original MATCH predictions
Project MATCH tested a set of primary and secondary matching hypotheses with
variables that had been previously researched in single-site studies. We used these matching
variables to guide our inclusion of baseline covariates for the present study (Longabaugh et al.,
2001), with only one exception: we did not include in our analyses one of the original matching
variables, “Conceptual Level,” due to study authors’ concerns about the quality of that variable.
Baseline covariates that were included are described next. The Assertion of Autonomy Scale
(AAS) of the Interpersonal Dependency Instrument (IDI; Hirschfeld et al., 1977), measured the
extent to which clients report being indifferent towards the opinions of others, and thus, how
important it is for an individual to have the approval of his/her loved ones. The Psychosocial
Functioning Inventory (PFI; Feragne, Longabaugh, & Stevenson, 1983) was designed to measure
self-reported psychosocial functioning and overall well-being. The Social Supports-Friends &
Family (SS1 & SS2; Sarason, Levine, Basham, & Sarason, 1983) measured individuals’
perceptions of the social support they received from friends and family, and their satisfaction
with such support. The Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy Scale (AASE; DiClemente, 1986;
DiClemente, Carbonari, Montgomery, & Hughes, 1994) assessed respondents’ self-efficacy and
confidence about abstaining from drinking when faced with temptations using two separate
dimensional scales. The University of Rhode Island Change Assessment (URICA; DiClemente
& Hughes, 1990) consists of five scales, including – pre-contemplation, contemplation,
determination, action, and maintenance – were used to measure readiness for change. Cognitive
impairment was measured using the Cognitive Impairment Index, a composite measure resulting
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from summing standardized scores from a number of cognitive assessments (Shipley Institute of
Living Scale (Shipley, 1940), the Trail Making Test (Reitan, 1958), and the Symbol Digit
Modalities Test (A. Smith, 1973)). Higher values on this index indicated higher levels of
impairment.
We further included the Addiction Severity Index (ASI; McLellan, Luborsky, Woody, &
O’Brien, 1980), the Alcohol Anonymous Involvement scale (AAI, Tonigan, Connors, & Miller,
1996), a composite measure of drinking severity and negative consequences of drinking (Magura
et al., 2013), the Religious Beliefs and Background (RBB), the Seeking of Noetic Goals (SONG;
Crumbaugh, 1977), alcoholism typology (Brown et al., 1994), and the State-Trait Anger Scale
(TAS Form-90; Miller, 1996). Participants’ sex, age, number of drinks per drinking day and
percent days abstinent were also included as they are often examined as baseline covariates in
studies of AUD treatment outcomes.
Data Analysis
While individual variables in the analyses had no more than moderate amounts of
missing data (0.0% to 9.1%), listwise deletion would have resulted in large amounts of
missingness (42.0%). Therefore, we performed single imputation for the CBT and MET
treatment conditions separately by condition to allow for analysis of interactions. Single
imputation results in unbiased parameter estimates under the assumption that data are missing at
random, although it will result in p-values from inferential statistics being too low (Schafer,
1999). The only inferential tests used in this paper are the permutation test and individual
predictive intervals described below. We used single imputation for this demonstration of the
PITE approach because there is not yet any approach for adjusting these tests for multiple
imputation. As a result, we acknowledge that the estimation of p-values and predictive intervals
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will be somewhat liberal and as such, should be interpreted with caution (Schafer, 1999).
Imputation used predictive mean matching for continuous variables, logistic regression
imputation for binary variables, polytomous regression for nominal categorical variables, and a
proportional odds model for ordered categorical variables with more than 2 categories. The
imputation model included 109 baseline covariates, and also drinking outcomes (including
number of drinks per drinking day, percent days abstinent, and abstinence) at one year following
treatment.
The full Project MATCH sample included some individuals who were recruited from
outpatient treatment, and others who were part of an aftercare sample who had recently received
inpatient treatment. Due to the substantive differences between these two patient populations as
judged by the original Project MATCH researchers (Project MATCH Group, 1997), we
generated PITE predictions and performed permutation tests on each population separately.
Predicted individual treatment effects were obtained using a previously published procedure
(Lamont et al., 2016) which we describe below.
PITE directly applies a potential outcome framework: the predicted individual treatment
effect (PITE) for each client i, is estimated as the difference in the predicted (or potential)
outcome Y*, given observed covariates X and the predictive method used, under experimental
treatment (T = 1) and the predicted value under control condition or an alternative treatment (T =
0):
¿
¿
^
PITEi=(Y i ∨X= X i ,T =1) – (Y i ∨ X=X i , T =0)

Eq. 1

PITEi is the predicted treatment effect for individual i, and X i is a vector of the baseline
Where ^
¿

covariates for individual i. Y i are the predictions obtained from the predictive models using the
individual’s observed values on the covariates.
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We describe the computation of PITE for the MATCH data in four steps:
1) Fit a logistic regression model (chosen because it is congruent with the MATCH
hypotheses) for clients who were randomized to receive CBT in which we predict their
outcome using the a priori identified baseline covariates plus demographics.
2) Fit a logistic regression model for clients who were randomized to receive MET in which
we predict their outcome using the same variables in step 1.
3) Using the results from steps 1 and 2 above, compute the predicted probability of
abstinence under MET and CBT for every individual i using their baseline covariates.
4) From Equation 1, for each individual client subtract their probability of abstinence under
CBT from their probability of abstinence under MET. This difference is the PITE.
PITE values of 0 indicate that the two treatments are expected to have the same effect for a
client, positive values mean that the client is more likely to be abstinent under MET, and
negative values mean that the client is more likely to be abstinent under CBT.
To obtain PITE, predictive models for clients in the aftercare and outpatient populations,
19 baseline covariates, consisting of a combination of MATCH variables identified a priori and
baseline demographics were used as predictors of abstinence at the 15-month mark for those
patients who had received CBT (step 1) and for those who had received MET (step 2).
One of the first questions to ask when conducting these analyses is whether the
individual differences observed in the PITEs are greater than those that would arise by chance.
The individual differences in the PITEs were quantified by the observed standard deviation (SD)
of the PITEs across all individuals in the sample. The SD of the PITEs is, by definition, the
average differences between individuals in the predicted treatment effects. If the SD of the PITEs
were 0 it would mean everyone has the same predicted treatment effect. We then estimated the
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sampling distribution of this standard deviation (SD) under the null hypothesis that differences
observed between individuals were due to chance using a permutation test (Chang et al., 2019).
For this test, 1000 bootstrap samples were drawn from the data and treatment condition was
randomly permuted such that for each bootstrap sample differences in predictions between
treatment conditions were only due to chance (average treatment effects were removed). PITEs
were then calculated for each bootstrap sample, the SD of PITE from the sample was computed,
and the sampling distribution of the SD of the PITEs is calculated as the distribution of the SDs
across all bootstraps. The p-value for the permutation test is the proportion of the permutations
where the bootstrap SDs are greater than the PITE SD from the MATCH dataset given the actual
treatment condition (Rosenbaum, 1984; Rubin, 2005b).
One method to quantify how large the differences in predicted treatment effects are
across individuals is to examine the distribution of the PITEs. Here we report on the person at the
25th percentile and the person at the 75th percentile as half the sample falls between these
individuals with the other half being more extreme.
The individual-level PITEs are much more useful if we are also able to provide predictive
intervals for each individual. For a given client, while it is useful to know that they are more
likely to be abstinent under CBT than MET, it is also useful to know that 80% of the time this
client is expected to do better under CBT. To obtain these individual-level predictive intervals,
we took the model parameter estimates and standard errors for the response under treatment and
separately under control. This allows us to compute the individual-level sampling distribution for
the probability of abstinence under treatment and under control for each individual, given their
observed values of the predictors. We then randomly drew 100,000 times from each distribution,
computed the difference of the two draws, and across all 100,000 draws we then computes
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individual-level predictive intervals. We note that, across individuals, these intervals can be
substantially different depending on which variables contribute to that different individual’s
predictions which impacts the reliability of the estimated effects for each individual. In this paper
we report the 20th and 80th percentiles for these intervals. While different percentiles can be
chosen, we argue that these provide a good balance for selecting an intervention for an individual
client. Smaller intervals (40th and 60th percentiles) would not be much better than chance. Wider
intervals (5th and 95th percentiles) would provide greater certainty that the intervention would
benefit the client, but at the cost of having few clients for whom the PITE clearly suggests
choosing one treatment over the other. If the interventions had different costs and/or side effects,
then other intervals which favored the cheaper or less risky intervention, unless there is clear
evidence for the alternative, would be preferred.
Results
We started our analyses by examining the distributions of the a priori MATCH
covariates, demographic variables, and outcomes for both the aftercare and outpatient samples at
baseline to validate the consensus among researchers familiar with the MATCH trial (Connors et
al., 1996; Maisto et al., 2015) that these should be considered separate populations. Table 1
shows means and SDs for each of the baseline covariates included in the PITE predictions, as
well as prevalence of abstinence, by aftercare and outpatient samples. The same table also
presents the results of t- and chi-square tests that were conducted to assess the differences
between the outpatient and aftercare samples. The groups of participants represented by each
condition were found to differ significantly on 14 of the 19 measures examined, providing
further support for separating these two groups because they represent substantively different
populations of those in treatment for AUD. We ran further t- and chi-square tests to evaluate
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differences in key variables between treatment conditions. The only significant differences found
were in the outpatient sample on alcoholism typology and in the aftercare sample on Alcoholics
Anonymous involvement and severity of drinking consequences.
Individual differences in CBT versus MET among the aftercare sample
PITE analyses start by answering the global question: is there evidence of significant
individual differences in the effects of CBT versus MET? The results pertain only to the
hypothesized baseline covariates and predictive method used. They would be somewhat different
if other covariates were included or a different predictive method was employed. The SD of the
PITEs for the 527 individuals in the aftercare sample who had received either CBT or MET was
0.22. This means that the predicted probability of abstinence for the average individual was 0.22
from the average treatment effect. The permutation test showed that the mean of the sampling
distribution for the SD of the PITEs, under the null hypothesis of homogeneity in treatment
effects, was 0.18, and the p-value for the significance of the observed SD from the permutation
test was greater than .05. Thus, there is not significantly more heterogeneity in the effects of
these treatments than would be expected due to chance. In practical terms, individuals in the
aftercare sample did not respond significantly differently to the two treatment conditions on the
basis of the predictions from the logistic model and baseline covariates used.
Individual differences in CBT versus MET among the aftercare sample
In the outpatient sample of 617 MATCH participants who received either CBT or MET
the observed SD of the PITE for was 0.23 and the mean SD across permutations (given only
chance heterogeneity in treatment) was 0.17. The permutation test for the outpatient sample
found that 24 of 1,000 permutations resulted in SDs greater than that observed in the data, thus
the p-value for the permutation test was .024. Practically speaking, this means that, together, the
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19 covariates significantly predicted individual differences in the effects of CBT versus MET in
the outpatient sample.
Quantifying individual differences in the effects of CBT and MET in the outpatient sample
Since we found significant individual heterogeneity in treatment effects in the outpatient
sample, we proceed by exploring those individual differences, Figure 1 presents the PITE
predictions (circles) and predictive intervals for a random sample of 100 individuals. In theory
the distribution of the PITEs could range from -1 (the client is predicted to be abstinent with
100% certainty under CBT and to be non-abstinent with 100% certainty under MET) to 1 (the
opposite effect is predicted). In practice, observed PITEs ranged from -0.75 to 0.56, with a
median predicted value of -0.08 (meaning that an individual at the 50th percentile is expected to
have an 8% increase in the probability of abstinence if given CBT versus MET); and 62.7% of
the sample had a PITE score of less than 0, indicating that they would be expected to do better
with CBT. To quantify the practical impact of the heterogeneity in effects observed, we examine
an individual at the 25th percentile (see Figure 1). This individual happens to be a 28-year-old
white male with 11 years of education, his PITE was -0.24 indicating that he is predicted to be
24% more likely to be abstinent under CBT than MET. We compare this client to the client at the
75th percentile who is also a white male, but is 38 years old and has an education of 18 years.
This client has a PITE of .09 indicating that he is 9% more likely to be abstinent under MET than
CBT. The PITEs for half of the sample fall between these two individuals and half of the sample
is more extreme with an expected change in the probability of abstinence of over 33% when
selecting one treatment over the other.
While the results from the permutation test show that the differences in the PITEs in
Figure 1 are significant, the focus of PITE is the utility of these individual predictions. For a
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client and their clinician, it is useful to have not just the prediction but to have some measure of
the reliability of the prediction. Thus, Figure 1 also includes an interval for each person bounded
by the 20th percentile on the bottom and the 80th percentile on the top. We argue for these
intervals over the traditional 95% interval because they are for individual predictions rather than
population estimates. Although this interval may seem small from a statistical perspective, this
interval tells us that, for a specific client, 4 out of 5 times, that client would do better with a
particular treatment. We argue this is a useful metric for making a clinical decision, although any
interval could be used, and the interval can be easily modified when one treatment costs more,
takes longer, or has more side effects then the other. As can be seen in Figure 1, for many
individual clients the predictive intervals include 0. This means that based on their data we are
not confident that these clients would respond differently to the two treatments. Across all 617
individuals in the outpatient data, we found 228 (37%) whose entire interval was less than zero,
and thus, were predicted to do better with CBT at least 80% of the time. There were 98 clients
(16%) whose entire interval was greater than zero, and thus, were predicted to do better with
MET at least 80% of the time. If this decision rule were used, PITEs would have resulted in a
preference to assign specific clients, based on individual characteristics, to either CBT (37% of
clients) or MET (16% of clients) for 53% of the outpatient clients in MATCH whereas we would
have less confidence about the utility of the predictions for the other 47%.
Obtaining PITE for a New Client
This method can also be easily applied to clients who did not participate in the original
study. To demonstrate, we randomly selected an individual from the twelve-step condition which
was not included in this analysis, and extracted their values on the 19 baseline covariates. This
randomly chosen individual was a 62 years old, white male. He drank heavily at baseline and had
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experienced severe consequences as a result of his drinking. On days that he drank, he had an
average 4 drinks a day and he drank 96% of days. He had high levels of support from friends, but
lower than average support from his family.
Based on these baseline values, and data on each of the other variables listed in Table 2,
we calculated his PITE and predictive interval using the algorithm derived from the logistic
regression model estimates presented in Table 2. His PITE was -0.16, which indicates that he
was predicted to be more likely to remain abstinent under CBT. However, his 80% predictive
interval (-0.377, 0.096) includes 0, indicating that there is a reasonable chance that his outcome
would be the same under either CBT or MET.
This same algorithm can be used for any client for whom data can be collected on the 19
variables included in the PITE predictions. Collection of this information might be most easily
implemented using computer-assisted self-interviewing techniques. The survey would replicate
the items for each of the measures included in the PITE calculation. These responses would be
inserted into the logistic regression equation provided in Table 2 and the algorithm described
above would be used to obtain the individual’s PITE.
Comparison of PITE results to independent tests of MATCH hypotheses
Because our outcome and model was different from that used in testing the MATCH
hypotheses (Allen et al., 1997), we ran analyses in which we tested whether each of the 19
variables included in the PITE estimation was a moderator of the treatment effects. All analyses
included only baseline drinking (percent days drinking) as a covariate, the covariate being tested
for moderation, treatment, and the interaction between treatment and the moderator. Results
showed that for the aftercare sample none of the 19 interactions, run separately, were significant
in predicting differences between CBT and MET. For the outpatient sample 3 of the 19
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interactions were significant (the moderators identified were IDI, AASE-C, and AASE-T). From
a binomial distribution there is a 7% chance of finding 3 or more of 19 interactions to be
significant (with type I error set to .05), if, in reality, there are no interactions between treatment
and control. This result is ambiguous, one interpretation could be that some of the moderation
hypotheses were true, but the effect sizes were small.
Discussion
In the field of AUD treatment, much previous research has gone into matching clients to
the treatment which will be most effective for them. The present study illustrates how new
methods can build on these previous results to create clinically useful predictions of the
treatment effect expected for an individual client. More than 30 years ago, when Project
MATCH was first initiated, researchers were interested in testing specific hypotheses predicting
which of the most commonly-used AUD treatments would be more effective for certain
individuals. That project’s results largely failed to find support for these a priori hypotheses
about differential effectiveness. Using the PITE framework, the present study found evidence of
significant and meaningful heterogeneity in the effects of CBT and MET for those in the Project
MATCH outpatient (but not aftercare) sample. This finding illustrates both the potential and the
limitations of these methods. Personalized medicine methods in general, and PITE in particular,
are well suited for testing global hypotheses about individual differences because of their ability
to combine many small effects into one estimate of heterogeneity. However, we argue that this
very feature of these approaches means that they are not well-suited for exploring or confirming
hypotheses about the causes of that heterogeneity. For example, a particular variable could be
important because it predicts treatment compliance, another variable could matter for only a
subgroup of respondents, and other variables could independently have only small interactions
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with treatment. While methods, such as measures of variable importance (Bagherzadeh-Khiabani
et al., 2016; Strobl et al., 2008) do exist for giving applied researchers some ideas about what is
underlying the results, we argue that those should be seen as, at best, exploratory, and not tests of
existing hypotheses such as were made in the MATCH project.
We contend that the intention and greatest value of personalized medicine methods is not
in testing theory or establishing that different mechanisms of change exist, but in providing
clinically useful predictions for individual clients and their clinicians. Just over 50% of the
MATCH participants in the outpatient sample were predicted, with at least 80% certainty, to be
more likely to be abstinent one year after treatment with CBT (37%) or MET (16%). This is in
contrast to the take home message from MATCH, which is that the different behavioral therapies
performed about the same with minimal evidence for individual differences (Project MATCH
Research Group, 1998). Further, the difference in effect sizes predicted under CBT and MET
were not trivial; with the difference between someone at the 25th and someone at the 75th
percentile in the predictions being a 33% change in the probability of abstinence. We
additionally demonstrated how predictions and intervals can be obtained for a new patient not in
the sample. PITEs can be used to obtain predictions for any new client with the only requirement
being that the covariates used be assessed.
While different methods have been proposed for personalized medicine, we argue that the
PITE approach is particularly useful in this situation because: 1) it provides specific individual
predictions, something which few other methods do; 2) it provides an overall test for whether
significant heterogeneity exists, also a feature which has not been widely implemented in other
methods; and 3) it can provide individual-level predictive intervals. This last feature of PITE is
somewhat straightforward for parametric statistical approaches but is much more difficult, and to
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our knowledge, has not yet been implemented with machine learning predictions. A strength of
the PITE approach is that it puts information about expected outcomes and uncertainty in the
hands of clinicians and clients so that this information may be used in treatment decisions. This
is in contrast to personalized medicine approaches which simply use data to say which treatment
is expected to be best for the client. While we do provide the equations in Table 2 for obtaining
individual level predictions from the 19 variables used here, we do not believe that the conditions
are currently in place for using these predictions in clinical practice. In our view before any
personalized medicine predictions are implemented it is critical that the predictions be replicated
in independent data. This approach would involve costs (collecting and inputting data) and time
on the part of clients and clinicians, and we want to see proof that these methods work as
expected in new clients before implementation. In the case of MATCH data, it is also important
to note that new treatments are now available and new research on heterogeneity in treatment
effects has been published. Updated results that include pharmacological and combined
interventions are needed.
One strength of the current study is that, in contrast to many existing applications of
personalized medicine, the MATCH trial had specific a priori hypotheses about which factors
were likely to drive treatment response. While PITE and other methods for examining
personalized medicine can be utilized in a completely data-driven manner, we argue that the
results are more convincing when the selection of the variables for predicting heterogeneity in
treatment response are based on specific hypotheses. Thus, this proof-of-concept study shows
how personalized medicine methods may be useful in the treatment of AUD. However, it also
has various limitations. These include that the patients recruited for MATCH exhibited relatively
little psychiatric or substance comorbidity, and were treated in the context of a research study.
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The simplification of abstinence as the only outcome is also a limitation, given that drinking
reductions short of abstinence are also desirable (Witkiewitz, Wilson, et al., 2019). The age of
the MATCH dataset and the number of prior analyses conducted using it should also be taken
into account in the context of limitations.
It is also important to note that more methodological work is needed for these methods of
personalized medicine. A few of the areas where more attention is needed include: 1) there is not
yet any method for correcting the p-value of the permutation test for missing data; 2) methods
need to be developed to compare and choose between predictive approaches; 3) methods are
needed for comparing different personalized medicine methods; 4) predictive intervals are
needed for any viable prediction method as well as for approaches to personalized medicine
other than PITE; and, 5) research will be needed on how these methods can be effectively and
efficiently implemented in practice. Research into best practices around all of these decisions is
only now beginning and much more work is needed.
In sum, while this study’s results may not yet provide a basis for guiding clinical
decisions, they do open the door to the possibility that methods from personalized medicine,
including but not limited to the PITE approach, could improve clients’ outcomes by providing
guidance for their choice of treatment options. The original MATCH study was the largest study
of its time to attempt to test this proposition, and the current results provide support for some of
its original a priori matching hypotheses while illustrating that it continues to be difficult to
know which of these specific hypotheses is true. A major point of this paper is that from the
perspective of personalized medicine, what ultimately matters is not the specific mechanisms but
whether clinically useful predictions can be made.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics of Baseline MATCH Covariates and Abstinence
Chi-Square/ tOutpatient

Aftercare

Mean/

test

Mean/

proportion

SD

Range

proportion

SD

Range

X2/t(p-value)

Female

0.27

0.44

0.0-1.0

0.21

0.41

0.0-1.0

2.26 (0.02)

Age

38.62

10.66

18.0-73.0

42.20

11.44

20.0-76.0

72.95 (0.04)

Shipley-Hartford (CFS)

-0.43

2.14

-5.9-7.2

0.51

2.67

-5.5-17.2

1123.9 (0.77)

State-Trait Anger Scale (TAS)

29.60

7.41

15.0-57.0

30.87

7.43

15.0-56.0

59.11 (0.04)

Religious Background and Beliefs (RBB)

34.97

10.82

13.0-67.0

38.77

11.52

16.0-71.0

74.32 (0.03)

Psychosocial Functioning Inventory (PFI)

0.51

0.17

0.03-0.98

0.45

0.17

0.02-1.00

134.11 (0.01)

2.96

0.80

1.0-5.0

3.24

1.03

1.0-5.0

163.32 (0.00)

Baseline Covariates

Cognitive Functioning:

Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy ScaleConfidence (AASE-C)
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Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy ScaleTemptation (AASE-T)

0.05

1.38

-4.0-3.7

-0.46

1.67

-4.0-3.8

270.79 (0.00)

Interpersonal Dependency Instrument (IDI)

41.13

7.16

19.0-56.0

41.01

7.43

17.0-56.0

42.50 (0.28)

Consequences of Drinking Scale

3.96

0.19

3.0-4.0

3.98

0.15

2.0-4.0

187.84 (0.00)

Number of Drinks per Drinking Day

3.53

0.98

1.6-7.6

4.30

1.27

1.7-7.8

1136.50 (0.38)

Percent Days Abstinent

0.57

0.38

0.0-1.5

0.45

0.40

0.0-1.5

130.22 (0.02)

Psychiatric Status

0.19

0.19

0.0-0.8

0.23

0.21

0.0-0.8

214.38 (0.28)

Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement (AAI)

0.93

0.42

0.6-2.0

1.32

0.41

0.0-2.0

243.05 (0.00)

Social Supports-Family

3.52

1.54

0.0-7.0

3.42

1.53

0.0-7.0

3.59 (0.83)

Social Supports-Friends

3.16

1.48

0.0-7.0

7.00

1.62

0.0-6.0

15.49 (0.03)

Readiness to Change (URICA)

10.53

1.70

3.0-14.0

11.07

1.53

1.6-14.0

181.32 (0.00)

Alcoholism Typology

0.85

0.67

0.0-2.0

0.97

0.69

0.0-2.0

9.99 (0.01)

Addiction Severity Index (ASI) --

22.0Seeking of Noetic Goals (SONG)

78.27

17.47

131.0

81.76

18.52

31.0-136.0

97.66 (0.42)

0.37

0.48

0-1

0.56

0.50

0-1

-2.43 (0.00)

Outcome (15 months)
Abstinence
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Table 2
Logistic Regression Predicting Abstinence from Baseline Characteristics
Aftercare (n=527)
CBT (n=266)

Outpatient (n=617)

MET (n=216)

CBT (n=301)

b

SE

b

SE

b

3.77

3.68

0.68

1.99

-7.56

Female

0.33

0.36

0.70

*

0.38

-0.71

Age

0.03

0.01

0.02

†

0.01

Cognitive Functioning: Shipley-Hartford (CFS)

-0.00

0.06

-0.08

State-Trait Anger Scale (TAS)

-0.03

0.02

Religious Background and Beliefs (RBB)

0.02

Psychosocial Functioning Inventory (PFI)

-2.41

Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy Scale-Confidence

-0.21

Intercept

MET (n=316)

SE

b

SE

*

3.45

1.83

3.47

*

0.33

0.27

0.30

-0.00

0.01

-0.00

0.01

0.07

-0.01

0.06

-0.07

0.06

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.02

†

0.01

0.00

0.01

1.09

-1.58

0.90

1.90

†

1.03

-0.83

0.91

0.24

-0.13

0.23

0.51

0.35

-0.53

0.16

-0.08

0.15

0.15

0.22

-0.24

0.02

-0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

-0.04

Baseline Covariates

†

*

†

†

0.30

(AASE-C)
Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy Scale-Temptation

-0.36

*

0.19

(AASE-T)
Interpersonal Dependency Instrument (IDI)

0.01

*

0.02
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Consequences of Drinking Scale

-1.05

0.77

-a

-a

0.33

0.64

-0.21

Number of Drinks per Drinking Day

0.07

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.01

0.15

0.23

Percent Days Abstinent

0.92

*

0.36

0.55

0.39

0.41

0.37

-0.10

0.35

Addiction Severity Index (ASI) Psychiatric Status

-0.45

†

0.71

-2.11

0.74

0.46

0.73

-0.78

0.74

Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement (AAI)

-0.69

†

0.37

0.24

0.36

-0.06

0.34

0.36

0.32

Social Supports-Family

0.09

0.10

-0.16

0.09

-0.17

0.09

0.02

0.08

Social Supports-Friends

-0.02

0.09

-0.05

0.09

-0.11

0.09

-0.08

0.09

Readiness to Change (URICA)

0.12

0.11

-0.03

0.08

0.23

**

0.08

0.14

0.09

Type A versus B Alcoholism

0.04

0.34

-0.00

0.31

0.74

*

0.33

0.01

0.30

Seeking of Noetic Goals (SONG)

-0.00

0.01

-0.00

0.01

-0.01

0.01

-0.01

0.01

**

†

47

0.75
†

0.13

Note: P-values refer to the significance of the regression weights for the predictive models.
† p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < 0.01
a

Variable for consequences of drinking was eliminated from the model for participants in the aftercare sample receiving MET due to a lack of

variability in the variable among this group.
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Figure 1
Predicted Effects of CBT versus MET for a Random Sample of 100 Individuals from the Outpatient Sample of Project Match
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Note: The dots represent the predicted difference in the probability of abstinence for each person under CBT and MET. The horizontal
line is where the two intervention effects are equal. The lower interval for each dot indicates that the individual is expected to be at or
above the lowest point 80% of the time and the upper interval indicates that the individual is expected to at or below the highest point
80% of the time. If the interval does not include zero it would suggest good support for CBT or MET being better for that individual.
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Appendix A: Data Transparency
The data reported in this manuscript have been previously published and were collected
as part of a larger data collection. Findings from the data collection have been reported in
separate manuscripts. Other studies using MATCH data have looked at a large array of average
treatment effects, including the specific hypothesized a priori interactions using the study’s
primary and secondary matching hypotheses and many of the other psychosocial processes that
underlay alcohol misuse and treatment. The current study differs from and extends on previous
research by using a personalized medicine approach to simultaneously test whether there is
evidence for differential treatment effects when a large number of individual level variables are
simultaneously used to test for differential effects of the treatment. We know of no previous
study which has used a similar analytic approach to test for differences in the treatments used in
the MATCH study.
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Appendix B: Algorithm for Deriving PITE Predictions
#Import imputed CBT treatment group
cbt <- read.csv("M:/Project MATCH/mi_cbtimpFINAL.csv")
#select first imputed dataset
cbt <- cbt[which(cbt$.imp==1),]
colnames(cbt)
#Import imputed MET treatment group
met <- read.csv("M:/Project MATCH/mi_metimpFINAL.csv")
#select first imputed dataset
met <- met[which(met$.imp==1),]
colnames(met)
match <- rbind(cbt, met)
dim(match)
match$txassgn<-match$txassgn-1
table(match$txassgn)

#Combine datasets
#check # of rows and columns
#Recode treatment variable as 0/1
###met=1, cbt=0

#remove extraneous outcomes/non-baseline vars that had been used in imputation
model
match<-match[,c(-36,-37,-40:-43,-108)]
#remove extraneous vars created during imputation
match[,c(1:3)]<-NULL
###All changes saved in "M:/Project Match/Data/finalpitematch.csv"###
match<-read.csv("M:/Project Match/Data/finalpitematch.csv")
########################Main Effect of Treatment###########################
library(lme4)
#Subset sample into outpatient and aftercare
match.out <- match[which(match$arm==1),]
match.aft <- match[which(match$arm==2),]
##For Table 2
#Outpatient
summary(m1<-glm(abstinent~Female + age + cogimp_CFS + angers_TAS + rbbtots +
socfuncs_PFI + selfef1C_AASE + selfef2T_AASE + idiscors + otcmi_Tot +
ydrkr0_Tot + ypror0_Tot + asipsya_Tot + aai_int_Tot + ss2Famtot + ss1frietot
+ urica + typol + song_a, data=match.out.cbt, family="binomial"))
summary(m2<-glm(abstinent~Female + age + cogimp_CFS + angers_TAS + rbbtots +
socfuncs_PFI + selfef1C_AASE + selfef2T_AASE + idiscors + otcmi_Tot +
ydrkr0_Tot + ypror0_Tot + asipsya_Tot + aai_int_Tot + ss2Famtot + ss1frietot
+ urica + typol + song_a, data=match.out.met, family="binomial"))
#Aftercare
summary(m3<-glm(abstinent~Female + age + cogimp_CFS + angers_TAS + rbbtots +
socfuncs_PFI + selfef1C_AASE + selfef2T_AASE + idiscors + otcmi_Tot +
ydrkr0_Tot + ypror0_Tot + asipsya_Tot + aai_int_Tot + ss2Famtot + ss1frietot
+ urica + typol + song_a, data=match.aft.cbt, family="binomial"))
summary(m4<-glm(abstinent~Female + age + cogimp_CFS + angers_TAS + rbbtots +
socfuncs_PFI + selfef1C_AASE + selfef2T_AASE + idiscors + otcmi_Tot +
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ydrkr0_Tot + ypror0_Tot + asipsya_Tot + aai_int_Tot + ss2Famtot + ss1frietot
+ urica + typol + song_a, data=match.aft.met, family="binomial"))
####################PITE & PERMUTATION TEST, BY ARM#########################
colnames(match.out)
out.cov<-match.out[,c("Female","age","cogimp_CFS","angers_TAS","rbbtots",
#create matrix with baseline covariates among outpatient sample
"socfuncs_PFI","selfef1C_AASE","selfef2T_AASE","idiscors",
"otcmi_Tot","ydrkr0_Tot","ypror0_Tot","asipsya_Tot","aai_int_Tot",
"ss2Famtot","ss1frietot","urica","song_a","typol")]
out.pite<-PiteBinary(match.out$txassgn,match.out$abstinent,out.cov)
#PITE function
str(out.pite)
#elements of results object
set.seed(9359503)
out.perm<-Pite.prmtYasin(out.pite,1000,responseType = 'binary')
#Permutation test function using PITE results, 1000 permutations
for binary outcome
str(out.perm)
#elements of permutation test results object
##p=0.024
match.aft <- match[which(match$arm==2),]
#subset aftercare sample
colnames(match.aft)
aft.cov<-match.aft[,c("Female","age","cogimp_CFS","angers_TAS","rbbtots",
#create matrix with baseline covariates among aftercare sample
"socfuncs_PFI","selfef1C_AASE","selfef2T_AASE","idiscors",
"otcmi_Tot","ydrkr0_Tot","ypror0_Tot","asipsya_Tot","aai_int_Tot",
"ss2Famtot","ss1frietot","urica","song_a","typol")]
aft.pite<-PiteBinary(match.aft$txassgn,mat.aft$abstinent,aft.cov)
#PITE function
str(aft.pite)
#elements of results object
set.seed(9359223)
aft.perm<-Pite.prmtYasin(aft.pite,1000,responseType = 'binary')
#Permutation test function using PITE results, 1000 permutations for
binary outcome
str(aft.perm)
#elements of permutation test results object
##p=0.277

##***********************PITE PREDICT FUNCTION***************************##
##PITE function for use with binary outcome##
PiteBinary <- function(trt, y, cov, inter = F, extract='ATE', covToInc='all'){
n <- nrow(cov)
NumCov <- dim(cov)[2]
if (length(table(trt)) != 2)
stop("The treatment level is not two.")
#Code is designed to test treatment vs. control group, if there are too many
levels in the designated treatment variable, function will stop and produce
this error
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if( inter == TRUE & n/2 <= (factorial(ncol(cov)) / (factorial(ncol(cov)2)*factorial(2)) + ncol(cov) +1) )
stop("degrees of freedom of residual is negative, sample size (n) needs to
be larger ")
if( inter == FALSE & n/2 <= (ncol(cov) +1) )
stop("degrees of freedom of residual is negative, sample size (n) needs to
be larger
than twice of the number of total covariates plus 1 (NumCov +
NumNuiCov +1)")
#Default is set to not consider interactive effects, but if set to inter=TRUE,
they will be included in the calculation of the PITEs,
#if sample size is not large enough for adequate degrees of freedom, this
error will be returned
if(extract !='model' & extract !='ATE'){
stop("extraction method is not ATE or model")
}
#Default is set to extract the average treatment effect of the intervention,
so that PITEs are calculated as individual treatment effects
#above and beyond the average effect of the intervention
if(covToInc !='all' & length(covToInc)> ncol(cov)){
stop("Number of covariates to include is greater than given number of
covariates")
}
#===========================================================================#
# Set up data into required format
data <- data.frame(y, trt)
dataxy <- data.frame(y, cov)
# create the interaction between pair predictors x, add in to the dataset
# dataint now have y, treatment condition, x, and the pairwise interaction
between x (if applicable)
options(na.action = 'na.pass')
dataint2 <- model.matrix(y ~ .^2, data = dataxy)
#creates matrix of each
case's coefficients for baseline covariates and pairwise interactions
dataint <- data.frame(y, trt, x = dataint2[,-1])
#creates data frame of
y, treatment condition, and covariate + pairwise interactions (minus
intercept)

# split covariates based on treatment assignment
xt <- dataint[dataint$trt ==1, 3:ncol(dataint)]
xc <- dataint[dataint$trt ==0, 3:ncol(dataint)]
# split responses based on treatment assignment and order
yt <- y[dataint$trt == 1]
yc <- y[dataint$trt == 0]
y.ord <- c(yt,yc)
# separate the dataset (dataint) to treatment group and control group
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TRTmxi <- data.frame(xt)
CNTLmxi <- data.frame(xc)
# assigns treatment labels for ordered data
trt1<- c(rep(1,length(yt)), rep(0, length(yc)))
if(extract == 'model'){
if(covToInc =='all'){ # set up which covariates to use for this
model
dataint1 <- dataint
}
else{
cov1 <- cov[,covToInc]
dataint2.1 <- model.matrix(y ~ .^2, data =data.frame(y,cov1))
dataint1 <- data.frame(y, trt, x = dataint2.1[,-1])
}
# extract coefficients from the control model
mod <- glm(dataint1[,1] ~., family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data =
dataint1[,-1])
lambda <- coefficients(mod)[2]
}
else if(extract=='ATE'){
# simple model
mod <- glm(y.ord ~trt1, family =binomial(link = 'logit'))
lambda <- coefficients(mod)[2]
}
# if the interaction of predictors are not taken into consideration
if (inter == FALSE) {
# fit model for trt group
mod.t <- glm(yt ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data = TRTmxi[,1:
(ncol(cov))])
# fit model for control group
mod.c <- glm(yc ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data = CNTLmxi[,1:
(ncol(cov))])
et <- coefficients(mod.t)
ec <- coefficients(mod.c)
cov <- as.matrix(cov)
# predictions of response on logit scale
pred_t <- et[1] + (cov%*%et[2:(length(et))])
pred_c <- ec[1] + (cov%*%ec[2:(length(ec))])
# predictions of responses on probability scale
ppPred_t <- sapply(pred_t, logistic)
ppPred_c <- sapply(pred_c, logistic)
# FOR PERMUTATION TEST first on logit scale followed by probability scale;
predt.perm <- pred_t - lambda
#subtract out average
treatment effect (ATE) from individual effects
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}
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#convert to probability

# if the pairwise interaction of predictors are taken into consideration
if (inter == TRUE) {
mod.t <- glm(yt ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data = TRTmxi) # fit
model for trt group
mod.c <- glm(yc ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data = CNTLmxi) #
fit model for control group
et <- coefficients(mod.t)
ec <- coefficients(mod.c)
cov <- as.matrix(cov)
# predictions of response on trt on logit scale
pred_t <- et[1] + (dataint[,3:ncol(dataint)]%*%et[2:(length(et))])
pred_c <- ec[1] + (dataint[,3:ncol(dataint)]%*%ec[2:(length(ec))])
ppPred_t <- sapply(pred_t, logistic)
ppPred_c <- sapply(pred_c, logistic)

#predictions on probability scale
#predictions on probability scale

# FOR PERMUTATION TEST first on logit scale followed by probability scale;
predt.perm <- pred_t - lambda
ppPredt.perm <- sapply(predt.perm, logistic)
}
# calculate the estimate: individual PITE estimate and the standard
deviation
# of PITE estimates among individuals
pite.ind <- ppPred_t - ppPred_c
#predicted response under treatment
condition - predicted response under control
pite.sd <- sd(pite.ind)
pite.ind.perm <- ppPredt.perm - ppPred_c
pite.sd.perm <- sd(pite.ind.perm)
return(list("trt.coef" = et,
"cntl.coef" = ec,
"pite.trt.cond" = ppPred_t,
"pite.cntl.cond" = ppPred_c,
"pite.trt.PT" =ppPredt.perm,
"pite.ind" = pite.ind,
"pite.sd" = pite.sd,
"pite.ind.perm" =pite.ind.perm,
"pite.sd.perm" = pite.sd.perm,
"TOTCov" = ncol(cov),
"gen.data" = data,
"gen.data.int" = dataint,
"NumCov" = NumCov,
"gen.xMain" = cov,
"gen.xMainInt" = dataint[,3:ncol(dataint)],
"interaction" = inter,
"TOTCov" = ncol(cov)
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))

#=========================PERMUTATION FUNCTION============================#
Pite.prmtYasin <- function(pite.rslt, nperm, inter = F, responseType='normal',
extract = 'ATE', covToInc='all'){
if(covToInc !='all' & length(covToInc)> ncol(pite.rslt$gen.xMain)){
stop("Number of covariates to include is greater than given number of
covariates")
}
if(responseType!='binary' & responseType !='normal'){
stop("Response type is not normal or binary")
}
if(extract !='model' & extract !='ATE'){
stop("extraction method is not ATE or model")
}

# use the output from 'pite.rslt' to know where the PITE SD lies for
original treatment labels
# use output which has subtracted treatment effect
pite.ind <- pite.rslt$pite.ind.perm
pite.sd <- pite.rslt$pite.sd.perm
trt <- pite.rslt$gen.data$trt # original treatment labels
y <- pite.rslt$gen.data$y # observed responses
# setting up covariates if interactions F, only covariates, if T, include
interactions
if (inter == F) {
x <- pite.rslt$gen.xMain
}
if (inter == T) {
x <- pite.rslt$gen.xMainInt
}
# set up a matrix with all permutations of treatment assignment.
# each column corresponds to one set of permutated labels.
trtperms <- replicate(n=nperm, sample(pite.rslt$gen.data$trt, replace = F))
# dependent on response type, we apply the correct function: Normal or Binary
if( responseType == 'normal'){
prmt <- sapply(apply(trtperms,2,PiteNormalPRMT,trt=trt,cov=x,y=y,
extract=extract, inter=inter, covToInc=covToInc),
'[[', 'pite.ind')
}
#prmt=pites for each permutation
else if(responseType == 'binary'){
prmt <- sapply(apply(trtperms,2,PiteBinaryPRMT,trt=trt,cov=x,y=y,
extract=extract, inter=inter, covToInc=covToInc),
'[[', 'pite.ind')
}
#calculating SD for each permutation
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prmt.sd <- apply(prmt, 2, sd)
#p value of permutation test calculated based on proportion of permuted SDs
that are greater than observed SD
#divided by total number of permutations
alpha <- sum(pite.sd <=prmt.sd)/nperm
# histogram of permuted SDs, line for SD of PITE in observed data (figure 2)
hist(prmt.sd, xlim = c(min(pite.sd, range(prmt.sd)[1]) -.05, max(pite.sd,
range(prmt.sd)[2])+.05),
main = (deparse(substitute(pite.rslt))), sub = paste0('p-value = ',
alpha))
abline(v=pite.sd, col=2)

}

return(list(
"pite.ind" = pite.ind,
"permute" = prmt,
"pite.sd" = pite.sd,
"prmt.sd" = prmt.sd,
"alpha" = alpha
))

#=========== EXTRA FUNCTIONS REQUIRED FOR PERMUATION TEST ===============#
#This function randomly assigns treatment condition for as many times as
specified by nperm
#and then runs the original function to produce PITEs with these random
assignments
#Those results are collated and returned by Pite.prmtYasin
PiteBinaryPRMT <- function(trt1, trt, y, cov, inter = F, extract = 'ATE',
covToInc = 'all'){
if(extract !='model' & extract !='ATE'){
stop("extract method is not ATE or model")
}
n <- nrow(cov)
NumCov <- dim(cov)[2]
if (length(table(trt)) != 2)
stop("The treatment level is not two.")
if( inter == TRUE & n/2 <= (factorial(ncol(cov)) / (factorial(ncol(cov)2)*factorial(2)) + ncol(cov) +1) )
stop("degrees of freedom of residual is negative, sample size (n) needs to
be larger ")
if( inter == FALSE & n/2 <= (ncol(cov) +1) )
stop("degrees of freedom of residual is negative, sample size (n) needs to
be larger than twice
of the number of total covariates plus 1 (NumCov + NumNuiCov +1)")
if(covToInc !='all' & length(covToInc)> ncol(cov)){
stop("Number of covariates to include is greater than given number of
covariates")
}
#===========================================================================#
data <- data.frame(y, trt)
dataxy <- data.frame(y, cov)
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# create the interaction between pair predictors x, add in to the dataset
# dataint now have y, treatment condition, x, and the pairwise interaction
between x
options(na.action = 'na.pass')
dataint2 <- model.matrix(y ~ .^2, data = dataxy)
dataint <- data.frame(y, trt, x = dataint2[,-1])
# SPLIT DATASETS ACCORDING TO PERMUTED TREATMENT LABELS
##This is where the permutation test code differs from the PITE function above
##Here, the dataset is being split up according to randomly /permuted/
treatment condition (trt1)
##Not according to observed treatment assignment (above as "trt")
xt1 <- dataint[trt1 ==1, 3:ncol(dataint)] # covariates of treatment group
xc1 <- dataint[trt1 ==0, 3:ncol(dataint)] # covariates of control group
yt1 <- y[trt1 == 1]
yc1 <- y[trt1 == 0]
y.ord1 <- c(yt1,yc1)

#responses on treatment
#responses on control

TRTmxi1 <- data.frame(xt1)
CNTLmxi1 <- data.frame(xc1)
if (extract == 'model'){
if(covToInc =='all'){
dataint1 <- dataint
}
else{
cov1 <- cov[,covToInc]
dataint2.1 <- model.matrix(y ~ .^2, data =data.frame(y,cov1))
dataint1 <- data.frame(y, trt, x = dataint2.1[,-1])
}
# extract coefficients from the control model
mod <- glm(dataint[,1] ~., family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data =
dataint[,-1])
lambda <- coefficients(mod)[2]
}
else if(extract == 'ATE'){
mod <- glm(dataint[,1] ~dataint[,2], family =binomial(link = 'logit'))
lambda <- coefficients(mod)[2]
}
# finding those patients who are trt=1 in the group of people who are trt1=0
and trt1=1
offset.t <- trt1[trt==1]
offset.c <- trt1[trt==0]
# if the interaction of predictors are not taken into considertion
if (inter == FALSE) {
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# set up model on responses from permuted treatment labels including
offset
mod.t <- glm(yt1 ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'),
data = TRTmxi1[,1:(ncol(cov))], offset = lambda*offset.t)
mod.c <- glm(yc1 ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'),
data = CNTLmxi1[,1:(ncol(cov))], offset = lambda *offset.c)
et <- coefficients(mod.t)
ec <- coefficients(mod.c)
cov <- as.matrix(cov)
# predictions of responses on logit scale
xbeta_t <- et[1] + (cov%*%et[2:(length(et))])
xbeta_c <- ec[1] + (cov%*%ec[2:(length(ec))])
# predictions of response on probability scale
ppPred_t <- sapply(xbeta_t, logistic)
ppPred_c <- sapply(xbeta_c, logistic)
}
# if the pairwise interaction of predictors are taken into consideration
if (inter == TRUE) {
# set up model on responses from permuted treatment labels including
offset
mod.t <- glm(yt1 ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data = TRTmxi1,
offset = lambda*offset.t)
mod.c <- glm(yc1 ~ .,family =binomial(link = 'logit'), data = CNTLmxi1,
offset = lambda*offset.c)
et <- coefficients(mod.t)
ec <- coefficients(mod.c)
dataint <- as.matrix(dataint)
# predictions of responses on logit scale
xbeta_t <- et[1] + (dataint[,3:ncol(dataint)]%*%et[2:(length(et))])
xbeta_c <- ec[1] + (dataint[,3:ncol(dataint)]%*%ec[2:(length(ec))])
#predictions on probability scale
ppPred_t <- sapply(xbeta_t, logistic)
ppPred_c <- sapply(xbeta_c, logistic)
}
# calculate PITE estimate and the standard deviation of pite estimates
pite.ind <- ppPred_t - ppPred_c
pite.sd <- sd(pite.ind)

return(list("pite.trt.cond" = ppPred_t,
"pite.cntl.cond" = ppPred_c,
"pite.ind" = pite.ind,
"pite.sd" = pite.sd,
"TOTCov" = ncol(cov),
"gen.data" = data,
"gen.data.int" = dataint,
"NumCov" = NumCov,
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"gen.xMain" = cov,
"gen.xMainInt" = dataint[,3:ncol(dataint)],
"interaction" = inter,
"TOTCov" = ncol(cov)
}

))

#Function for converting estimates on the logit scale to the probability scale
logistic <- function(x){
return(exp(x)/(1+exp(x)))
}
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